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A method of searching for large rational torsion on Abelian varieties is described. 
A few explicit applications of this method over Q give rational ll- and 13-torsion 
in dimension 2, and rational 29-torsion in dimension 4. ‘(‘ 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
The search for large rational torsion on elliptic curves goes back to the 
early 1900s when Levi [6], Billing and Mahler Cl], and others found, for 
various values of N, the curve X1(N) whose rational points correspond to 
elliptic curves with rational N-torsion. These authors found rational points 
of order 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 12 on elliptic curves over Q, and 
proved the non-existence of various torsions. It follows from Mazur’s result 
in [7] that no others may occur. 
The search for large rational torsion on Abelian varieties in theory 
entails finding rational points on associated higher dimensional varieties 
which are analogous to the X,(N). In practice, it soon becomes apparent 
that the equations defining these varieties are far too large to be dealt with 
directly; we shall describe a technique which exploits additions of a certain 
simple type to obtain manageable subvarieties, on which rational points 
may more easily be sought. This method will be illustrated in Section 3, in 
which new torsions over Q are found. 
1. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS 
We shall work over a perfect ground field K, and employ the following 
notation (after [9, Chap. 11). Let R denote the algebraic closure of K and 
G,, the Galois group of R over K. Given a smooth curve %? over K, let 
Div(%‘) denote the free Abelian group generated by the points of 5% over K. 
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Thus a divisor DE Div(V) is a formal sum 
D= c rip(P) 
PEC 
with np E Z, and np = 0 for all but finitely many P E %. A divisor is effective 
if np > 0 for all P. The degree of D is defined to be CPE w  np, and we let 
Div’(V) denote the subgroup of Div(%?) of divisors of degree 0. We further 
denote the quotients of Div(V) and Div’(%?) modulo linear equivalence by 
Pit(V) and Pit’(%), respectively. Finally, let Div,(Q?), Divg(%?), Pic,(‘Z), 
Pici(%?) denote the subgroups of these fixed by G,,. We wish to find 
curves 59 of genus > 1 for which Pi&Q?) (the Mordell-Weil group over K) 
has large torsion; in particular, we are interested in those torsions which do 
not occur for elliptic curves. 
We can now introduce a few definitions which are required to describe 
our searching technique. Note that, although we shall deal with what in 
theory may be regarded as subvarieties of moduli spaces, no attempt is 
made to address moduli problems (or to discuss precise conditions when 
our models provide a unique representation of points on such spaces). 
Rather, the emphasis will be on providing a practical tool for finding large 
rational torsions; we shall therefore introduce only the minimum amount 
of general theory and notation required to motivate the explicit examples 
of Section 3. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let m be a non-negative integer, and let K(w) = 
K(w 1, . . . . w,), where w, , . . . . w, are algebraically independent. By an 
m-parameter system of curves of genus g over K (or an (m, g)-system over 
K), we shall mean a curve 9? of genus g with a model defined over K(w), 
together with a distinguished divisor class Co E Pit,,,(V) of degree g. We 
shall denote such a system by 5&(%?, O), or simply Sp,, and shall always 
take our afine model of %/K(w) to be in the indeterminates X, Y. 
Each equivalence class 9 E Pic&, (V?) will be represented by an effective 
divisor D of degree g which lies inside 9 + 0. We may write any as 
an unordered set of g points on %‘: (P,, . . . . Pg} = {(x,, yl), . . . . (x,, y,)}, 
with multiplicities written out explicitly. Corresponding to such a D is a 
pair of polynomials (a,(x), b,(x)), both defined over K(w) : a,(x)= 
pii;,? - xi), b,(x) = CT= 1 yi l’lj+ i (X - xi)/(xj - xi) (SO that each Yi= 
D z. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Consider the curve over Q(w,, . . . . w5) 
%T: Y2+W*Y+W,XY=X2(X4+W5X3+W3X2+W2X+W1) (1) 
which is smooth apart from a singularity at infinity, whose two branches 
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(both rational) will be denoted by cc + and cc --. The above general 
development (which was stated only for smooth curves) holds perfectly 
well here, provided that we formally admit cc: + and cc - as rational points 
on %?. Then %‘, together with the class 0 = [CC + + co -1, is a (5,2)-system 
over Q. Any member of Pic’&,, (V) may be written in the form 
{PI, P2) E@2’, where P,, P, either are both defined over Q(w) or are 
quadratic and conjugate over Q(w). Generically, three such pairs sum to 6 
if there is a function of the form Y - ax3 - OX’ - yX- 6 which meets ‘% at 
all six component points; this gives an explicit means of computing the 
group law in Pic&,,(V). 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let 9m = ym(%‘, 8) be as in Definition 1.1, let 
D, E Pici,,,(%), and let (Oi ) represent the subgroup generated by D,. A 
condition on D, (with respect to ym) is a relation of the form R : ID, = D,, 
for some integer 1, and some D[E Pi&, (9). Now, equating coefficients of 
alo, with a,,(x), and b,,,(x) with b,,(x) (all of which lie in K(w)) gives 
a model of an algebraic set over Kin affme m-space A” with indeterminates 
WI) . ..) w,. We shall denote this set, together with this model over K, by 
V(ym,, R), or the algebraic set induced by R. If W = {R, , . . . . R,) = 
{Z,D, = D),, . . . . I,D, = D,,> is a set of conditions on D,, we define V(?ym, 9) 
to be the intersection of the V(9&, Ri), 1 < i < r. 
The relevance to the search for large rational torsion (as will be outlined 
in the following section) is that, if the conditions in 9 imply ND, = 0 for 
some N (and where N is the smallest such), then a K-rational point wO on 
V(ym, 9) will generally correspond to a curve of genus g over K, together 
with an N-torsion divisor over K (namely, the specialisations of 97 and D, 
to wO). In order to choose conditions 9 which simplify the induced model, 
it will be crucial to make of the following simple type of addition on the 
Jacobian. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let y, be as in Definition 1.1, and let D,, D, represent 
members of Pic>,,.,(9Z) ( h w  ere, as usual, D r, D2 are of degree g). The addi- 
tion D, + D, is degenerate (with respect to ym) if D, + D, - o is an effective 
divisor for some o E Co. We observe that, in such a case, we may take 
D, + D, - o to represent the sum D, + D, (according to the notation of 
1.1). and so the calculation of the sum is dependent only upon D, , D?, 
and 61”. 
EXAMPLE 1.5. Let V, 0 be as in Example 1.2. Degenerate additions are 
then precisely those of the form 
~(x,~Y,)~(x*~Y*)~+~(x*~?~*-wL-~'~~~*)~(x3~Y3)} 
in which case the sum is represented by {(x,, jr,), (x,, v,)}. 
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2. A DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD 
We shall first state the ‘obvious’ analogue of the method used classically 
to search for rational torsion on elliptic curves; this turns out not to be 
viable. We then sketch the refinement, which will motivate the explicit 
examples of Section 3. 
For elliptic curves, Tate Normal Form may be used (see [S]) to derive 
models for the curves X,(N), as follows. One first writes out the (2, l)- 
system ( w2 # 0) 
8: Y~+(1-w*)XY-wzY=X3-w*X~ 
together with Lo = co, D, = (0,O). Note that Y= 0 is tangent to 8 at (0,O) 
which eases the calculation of 20,. We then see 
20, = (wz, WI w,), 30, = (WI, w* - WI), 
40, = (wdw2 - ww:, w:tw: - w2 + WIYW:), 
giving (for example) the model in A2 : w1 = w2 for X,(5), induced by 
R:2D,= -30, (that is to say: (w,, wlwz)=(wl, wf)). Note that it 
was sufficient to equate the x-coordinates of 2D1 and -30,; *equating 
y-coordinates gives a redundant equation (lying in the variety defined by 
wi = w2). Substituting w1 = w2 into d then gives a l-parameter family of 
elliptic curves with a rational 5-torsion point (namely (0,O)). 
A direct analogue of this method for general genus is as follows. For a 
given K, genus g, and desired torsion N, choose an 9m together with a 
D, E Pic&(V) (the potential N-torsion divisor), such that Y = 0 is tangent 
to %? at the points on the support of D, (this eases the calculation of 20,). 
Ensure that m (the number of parameters) is at least the size of the moduli 
space for genus g (which is 3g - 3, or 2g - 1 if we restrict our attention to 
hyperelliptic curves), and that K(w) is generated by the coefficients of the 
X’Yj in the model of %?. Let R be the condition: ND1 = 0. Derive the model 
for V(y?,, R) in A" explicitly by first finding ND,, aNDI( bNO,(x) 
explicitly over K(w). Finally, find a rational point on V(ym, R). A slight 
computational improvement may be obtained (as with the elliptic curve 
example above) by using the condition LN/2J D, = -L(N+ 1)/2J D, 
rather than ND, = 0 (where L J denotes integer part). As we shall soon 
restrict our attention to small-dimensional subvarieties of V(yI,, R) (from 
the point of view of searching for rational points, rather than proving the 
non-existence of given rational torsions), we fortunately need not concern 
ourselves with such subtleties as the precise conditions on 9, such that 
V(Ym, R) gives a complete parametrisation over K of genus g curves /K 
with K-rational N-torsion. It will become apparent that the overriding 
consideration is that of working with manageably small defining equations. 
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This approach for genus g > 1 becomes quickly unviable at the stage of 
finding ND, (or [(N + 1)/2] Dl) explicitly over K(w). Whatever method 
one uses for computing the group law on the Jacobian (see, for example, 
[2, 3, 51) one finds that the expressions over K(w) (that is, rational 
functions in w,, . . . . w, over K) for ND, become far too large to handle 
for N> 5. For example, in the (5, 2)-system of Example 1.2, with 
D, = { (0, O), 00 + }, the rational functions in M‘~ . . ~1~ over Q defining 70, 
were too large to be held in 6 Mbytes of storage. We therefore introduce 
the following refinement. 
METHOD 2.1. For a given K, genus g, and desired torsion N, we let YV4pnl 
and D, be as above. However, we now take W to be a larger set of condi- 
tions on D,, which imply ND, = 0 (and for which N is the smallest such). 
We first restrict the size of 3 by requiring that V(y7m, W) must have dimen- 
sion at least 1. We then give preference to those 8 which maximise the 
number of: 
- degenerate additions which occur in (D, ), and 
~ IV,‘s which are linear in V(,u?,, R). 
The first property greatly simplifies the expressions over K(w) for the 
multiples lD, , and makes the second property more likely. We pay the 
price that we are now looking for rational points on a small subvariety of 
that described in the more direct approach above (and so may be missing 
out on rational points elsewhere), but gain the advantage that the resulting 
defining equations are vastly simplified. We usually (as will be the case with 
the genus 2 examples of Section 3) choose B so that V(y;‘,, W) is a curve; 
if all but one of the wi’s are linear in the induced equations, then the curve 
V( y;‘,, 9) will be of genus 0, yielding a l-parameter family of curves (the 
specialisation of %?) with an N-torsion divisor. 
It was found that, for small N, it was better initially to run through 
many choices of 9, and to see whether an B? existed which induced an 
obvious curve of genus 0, abandoning a given W once more than 2 of the 
wis became quadratic in the defining equations. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
We shall derive curves of genus 2 over Q with rational 1 I- and 13- 
torsion divisors, and of genus 4 over Q with a rational 29-torsion divisor. 
For N= 11, g=2, let Y* be as in Example 1.2, let D, = ((0, 0), co+}, 
and let B={R,,Rz), where R,:2D,=((O, -w,), (0, -w,)>, R,:5D,= 
- 60,. The condition R, induces 
w5 = 2, wq=w2--w,. 
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Given R,, it is immediate that 2D1, 3D,, 40, may be obtained by 
degenerate additions to give 
20, = ((0, -w,), (0, -WI,>> 30, = (m +, (0, -w,,>, 
4D,= (co+, co+}. 
The system Y;(%‘, Co), together with this choice of B, was given a high 
weighting by the searching program (which ran through many choices of 
9m and a), due to the linearity of the induced equations and the presence 
of the above degenerate additions in (Dl). 
We now perform the non-degenerate additions D, + 40, and 
-2D1 - 40,; comparing the resulting polynomials a5D,(x) and a-,,,(x), 
we find the equations induced by RZ, 
w2 = 2, w3 = w1+ 3, 
taking care to avoid the ‘false’ solution w1 = 0, for which %? has genus < 2. 
Substituting these four equations into (1) gives the following family of 
genus 2 curves over Q in the parameter t = wl. 
APPLICATION 3.1. The family of curves of genus 2 (t # 0), 
Y2+rY+(2-t)XY=X2(X4+2X3+(t+3)X2+2X+t), 
has the 1 l-torsion divisor D, . In hyperelliptic form, 
Y2=X6+2X5+(2t+3)X4+2X3+(t2+1)X2+2t(l-r)X+t2 
has the 11-torsion divisor ( + co, (0, t)}. 
To find 13-torsion over Q in dimension 2, we take the Sparameter 
system of curves of genus 2 given by 
Gf? : Y2 - WI Y+ w,XY= WI w3X2(X- 1)(X- w4)(x- w5) (2) 
together with 0 = [2co] (again, the canonical divisor). Note that here co 
is a K(w)-rational Weierstrass point. Let D1 = ((0, 0), (1, 0)} and take 
S?= {R,, R2} where R,, R, are the conditions 20, = - {(l,O), co}, 
60, = - I'D,, respectively. 
Now, R, induces w4 = w5 = 1. Given R,, all multiples of D1 up to 60, 
may be obtained by degenerate additions to give 60, = { (0, 0), (0, O)}. In 
a similar manner to 3.1, we find that the equations now induced by R2 are 
w2 = 2w, and w3 = -w,. Substituting these four equations in (2) gives the 
following family over Q in the parameter t = w1 . 
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APPLICATION 3.2. The family of curves of genus 2 (t # 0), 
Y2-tY+2tXY= -t%F(X-1)3, 
has the 13-torson divisor { (0, 0), (1, O)}. 
If the genus of our system is allowed to increase, we find that there is a 
much greater flexibility in the choice of ~8, and consequently a higher 
multiple of some D, which may be obtained by degenerate additions. It is 
reasonable, then, to expect the method to find further rational torsions as 
the genus is increased. We give the reader some idea of this greater 
flexibility in higher genus by deriving 29-torsion over Q in dimension 4. 
We require N = 29, g = 4, and we use the (10,4)-system 
v: Y2+W1Y+WrXY+wJ2Y+WJ3Y+2(2W5+w6)X4Y 
= xl0 + 2w,x9 + w,x* + w&f’ + w&Y6 + w,,P (3) 
together with 0 = [2cc + + 200 -1 (not the canonical divisor) where, as 
usual, 00 +, cc ~ represent the branches of the singularity at infinity. 
Divisor classes in Pic’$,,(%‘) are represented by sets of 4 points 
{P,, P,, P,, P4} on %‘. Three such sets sum to 0 if there is a function of 
the form (linear polynomial in X) Y- (sextic polynomial in X) which 
meets % at all 12 component points; this gives an explicit means of com- 
puting the (non-degenerate) group law in Pic&,,(%?). Note that whereas in 
the genus 2 examples the representation of divisor classes by {P, , P2} was 
unique away from 0, in this case we have the subtle ambiguity that two 
sets of the forms {(x~,Y~), (x2,y2h h,y3L (x3,.F3)> and {(x,,.Y~), 
(x2, Y2L (x4, Y4L (x4, .?4,) are equivalent (where ~i=~i-w1-u~2xi- 
w3xf - wqxf - 2(2w, + w6) xf). In practice, such ambiguous representa- 
tions (which correspond to a space of codimension 2) are computationally 
easy to deal with; in this case we replace any subset of the form {(xi, yi), 
(xi, Ji)> by the symbol IV(*) (a ‘Weierstrass Pair’), which will then count 
as two points in the set; for example, 0 = { IV(‘), IV”‘}. We further take 
our intended rational 29-torsion to be D, = (cc +, (0, 0), co +, co - } = 
(co +, (0, O), W2'}. 
Now take B!= {R,, R2}, where R,: D, = -2{(O, 0), (O,O), (O,O), 
(O,O)}, R2:4D1=-(oo+,co+,a+, (0,O) }. To see that B! does indeed 
imply ND, = 0 (which is not as immediate as the previous examples), note 
that R2 implies that 140, may be determined entirely by degenerate 
additions as { (O,O), (O,O), (O,O), (0, O)}. R, then becomes D1 = -280,. 
The condition R, is easily shown to be equivalent to the four equations 
wj’W1l -i (i = 1 . . .4) by considering the function Y-X’ (which then 
meets %? with multiplicity 9 at (0, 0), 1 at ‘CC +, and at WC2’). Performing 
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the non-degenerate addition 20, + 20, (by means of the function 
(X+ wg + we) Y-X5(X- wg + w,)), we obtain four further equations 
induced by R,, linear in all wts apart from w5, we. Substituting these eight 
equations into (3), we obtain the following family over Q in the parameters 
s=2w5, t=w,+w,. 
APPLICATION 3.3. The 2-parameter family of genus 4 curves (s, t # 0), 
Y2+st4Y-st3XY+st2X2Y-stX3Y+(s+2t)X4Y 
= X’O + (2t - s) x9 - stP + st2X7 - st3X6 + st4XS, 
has D, = {cc +, (0, 0), W’2’} as a 29-torsion divisor. 
It is not immediately clear how increasing the genus affects the possible 
multiples of some D1 which may be obtained entirely by degenerate 
additions. On the basis of some rather unsystematic experimentation with 
various choices of ym and W, it is the author’s guess that all multiples up 
to an amount (at least) linear in g may be so obtained by suitable choices 
of W; these should provide torsions over Q which also increase (at least) 
linearly with respect to g. Indeed, we hope. that our method will give a 
constructive proof of the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 3.4. There exists a constant K, independent of g, such that 
for every m < Kg there exists a hyperelliptic curve of genus g over Q with 
a rational m-torsion divisor. 
Rational torsion divisors have relevance to the computer integration of 
algebraic functions (see [4]). By way of illustration we give an example 
(courtesy of James Davenport and his computer integration program) of 
an algebraic function whose integrability in terms of elementary functions 
corresponds to the rational 11-torsion found in 3.1, with t = 2. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Consider 
Y2=X6+2X5+7X4+3X2+5X2-4X+4. 
Then, from the fact that { + cc, (0, 2)) is an 1 l-torsion divisor, we may 
derive the function (1 1X2 + 6X+ 7)/Y, whose integral can be expressed in 
terms of elementary functions. Explicitly, 
5 (11X2 + 6X+ 7)/Y dX= LOG(@,(X) Y+ Q2(X)), 
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where 
@J 1(X) = X8 + 4X’ + 1 6X6 + 28X5 + 49X4 + 28X3 -I- 24X2 - 20X + 9 
and 
@z(X) = A’” + 5X1’ + 23X9 + 54X8 + 117x’ 
+ 1 33x6 + 1 55X5 + 30X4 + 49X3 - 43X’ + 63x-- 14. 
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